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Abstract

We present Gamesman, a graphical system for im-
plementing, learning, analyzing and playing small �-
nite two-person complete-information games. This
is not to be confused with David Wolfe's excellent
Gamesman's Toolkit [5], whose primary role was to
understand the combinatorial game theoretic values
of games and manipulate them. In contrast,Games-

man allows you to play the game graphically, ana-
lyze strategies, under the limiting assumptions that
the players alternate turns and that the game under
study can be completely solved. It is written in C and
Tcl, and is freely available for Macintosh, Windows,
and Unix systems.

1 Introduction

Gamesman began as an independent summer
project in 1990 1 to build a system that would
strongly solve (by brute force) two-person complete-
information small games and allow interactive play
against a user. From its inception, it was assumed
that the players moved alternately, and that a posi-

tion was a game state and the player whose turn it
was to move2. This assumption simpli�ed game po-
sition values to one of three options: winning, losing
or tieing (drawing, in the case of loopy games).
The beauty of knowing the entire game tree is that

we can create a perfect opponent who never loses
given a winning position, and immediately takes ad-
vantage of a fatal losing move. This is a move which
hands your winning position over to your opponent.
Gamesman will allow you to play a game against
this perfect opponent (giving you the opportunity to
move �rst or second), or let you play against another
human player. In the latter situation, it acts as a
\referee", constraining the players' moves to be le-
gal.
The interaction throughout the game is completely

graphical; you click to make moves. All moves are

1Release 1.0 was completed and published in [3].
2Just as a position in chess would be captured by a picture

of the board position and the phrase \white to move".

Figure 1: The Gamesman splash screen.

represented by either an arrow in the case of a piece-
sliding move, a dot representing a piece placement,
or a line representing piece removal. This technique
allows us to color-code these moves to encode their
value, as described in the following section.
The look and feel to the user is consistent from

game to game. This is because we make use of com-
mon interface libraries to implement each module.
In addition, we made attempts to parameterize each
game, allowing the user to change the rules to see how
that a�ects strategy. For example, with each game
we o�er the mis�ere rules, in which what was normally
a winning condition is now a losing condition.
Finally, Gamesman is extensible. We provide all

the source code with the distribution, and encourage
other programmers to write game modules under the
GNU General Public License; only a knowledge of C
and Tcl/Tk is required.

2 Value moves

One major contribution of this system is the idea of
value moves, or the graphical color-coding of moves
based on whether they win (i.e., maintain the win-
ning advantage), lose (i.e., are fatal moves, giving
advantage to the opponent) or tie (i.e., hand the op-
ponent a tie position) for the player whose turn it is
as in Figure 2. We choose the colors to represent a
traÆc light, so that win / tie / lose maps to go / cau-
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Figure 2: The value moves legend, color-coded to
mnemonically represent a traÆc signal. Losing moves
are colored in dark red (i.e., \stop!"), tieing moves in
yellow (i.e., \caution") and winning moves in green
(i.e., \go!").

tion / stop. This feature allows the player deciding
on a move to quickly analyze all possible options and
deduce a strategy graphically. Figures 3 through 6 il-
lustrate this for the four game modules shipping with
Gamesman. We also provide nim-values for any im-
partial games (speci�cally, 1, 2, ..., 10 and Tac Tix).

3 Implemented Game Modules

There are currently four game modules implemented
in Gamesman: 1, 2, ..., 10, Tic Tac Toe, Tac Tix,
and Dodgem.

3.1 1, 2, ..., 10

This is a simple nim variant [2] used for teaching the
system to children, and is called \one line nim" in [1].
Play involves moving your counter either one or two
spots above the previously placed counter. The �rst
person to move their counter to the spot labeled \10"
wins. Although this is an impartial game, we graphi-
cally illustrate this as left and right taking turns plac-
ing their blue or red coin on the board, since this
provides an nice visual move history. The available
rule variant is the mis�ere version, wherein reaching
10 �rst loses.

3.2 Tic Tac Toe

In this classic elementary school game, players alter-
nate placing an � or Æ on a 3 by 3 board, and the
�rst to achieve three in a row of their piece (hori-
zontally, vertically or diagonally) wins. If the board
�lls and no one has done so, the game is considered
a tie [2]. The available rule variant is the mis�ere ver-
sion, wherein achieving three in a row of your own
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Figure 3: A 1, 2, ..., 10 position with Right to play
and value moves turned on. The existence of a win-
ning move (option) indicates this game is a win for
the player whose turn it is, Right. Since Left has
moved to the the 8th slot, Right can win by choosing
to place his coin two spaces up onto 10, or lose by
placing it one space up onto 9.

Figure 4: A Tic Tac Toe position with � to move and
value moves turned on. The existence of a winning
move (option) indicates this game is a win for �, and
sure enough, if � moves in the lower-left, she wins.
If � moves in the lower-middle, she ties (since Æ will
block in the lower-left). If � moves in the lower-right,
she loses since Æ will move in the lower-center.
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Figure 5: A Tac tix position with value moves turned
on. The existence of a winning move (option) in-
dicates this game is a N -position. The two winning
moves are to remove two vertical stones in the middle
or bottom of the third column.

pieces loses.

3.3 Tac tix

Invented by Piet Hein and described in [4], this is a
simple impartial game. Each player takes as many
pieces from any row or column as long as the pieces
are contiguous (i.e., there is no gap between them).
The player who removes the last piece is the win-
ner. Simple m by n full rectangles are trivially played
with the tweedledum and tweedledee strategy (after
taking the central row or column if either m or n is
odd), so most games are played with random starting
con�gurations. In our implementation, the user may
choose any possible starting position within a 4 by 4
grid. The available rule variant is the mis�ere version,
wherein removing the last piece loses.

3.4 Dodgem

The rules are taken from [2], p. 685:

Colin Vout invented this excellent little
game with two red cars and two blue cars on
a 3x3 board, starting as shown in Figure 6.
The players alternately move their cars one
square in one of the three permitted direc-
tions (E, N or S for blue; N, E or W for red)

The Red Goal

The

Blue

Goal

Legend

Figure 6: The Dodgem initial position with Left to
move and value moves turned on. The existence of a
winning move (option) indicates this game is a win
the player whose turn it is, Left. If Left slides her top
coin to the right, she maintains her winning edge. If,
however, she slides her lower coin in either direction,
she loses (against a perfect opponent).

and the �rst player to get both his cars o�
the board wins. Blue's cars may only leave
the board across its right edge and Red cars
only leave across the top edge. Only one car
is permitted on a square, and you lose if you
prevent your opponent from moving.

Dodgem is the only game module which is loopy,
an interesting twist which required special program-
ming care. Open positions are considered the same
as tieing positions, and moves from N -positions to
open positions are labeled (color-coded) as tie moves.
There are two available rule variants. The �rst is the
mis�ere endgame rule, wherein moving both your cars
o� the board �rst loses, the second is the mis�ere block
rule, wherein you win if you prevent your opponent
from moving.

4 Results

There are quite a few results we have concluded
through analysis of these four games using Games-

man. The most obvious is that we have solved these
four games and know the values of both normal and
mis�ere forms, which we summarize in Table 1.
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Normal rules Mis�ere rules
Game (good move) (good move)

1, 2, ..., 10 Win (1) Lose
Tic Tac Toe Tie (all) Tie (center)

Tac Tix depends depends
Dodgem Win (top ahead) Lose

Table 1: The results we have ascertained about the
value of these games (speci�cally, their initial posi-
tions) after strongly solving them.

4.1 1, 2, ..., 10

This trivial game has P-positions at 1, 4, 7 and 10 for
the normal game and at 0, 3, 6 and 9 for the mis�ere
game. Thus the entries in Table 1 indicate that the
initial position is winning with 1 being a good move
for the normal game and the initial position is losing
for the mis�ere version.

4.2 Tic Tac Toe

This game has been solved before, but we con�rm
that it is a tie game for both the normal and mis�ere
rules. Any �rst move preserves the tie for the nor-
mal game, but only the counterintuitive 3 move to
the center (with tweedledum and tweedledee followup
strategies) as the only initial move to guarantee the
tie.
We also created a graphical representation of the

game tree shown in Figure 7. This can be thought of
as a fast-access answer-key. These are also available
for several recursion levels on the main Gamesman

web site.

4.3 Tac Tix

As we already discussed, full m by n boards are triv-
ial. If either m or n is odd, it is a N -position, with
the winning move to divide the board into two equal
sections. Otherwise, the full m by n board is a P-
position. Most games are played on a board consist-
ing of a random scattering of pieces, so the initial
position varies.

4.4 Dodgem

Dodgem is the most interesting game of the four. It
was fully analyzed in [2] and our results correlate with

3This move seems illogical since it has the most three-in-a-
row crossings running through it, so it would seem we should
avoid it at all costs.

Figure 7: A recursive, graphical representation of the
Tic Tac Toe game tree for the �rst three moves. The
outer rim is the value of the position (in this case,
a tie), and each recursive sub-square is the value the
move for that person. For example, the �move to the
upper-right is a tie, because the upper-right hollow
square (imagine the board being broken up into 3
by 3 hollow squares) is yellow. Recursively, within
that upper-right square there are 8 other hollow sub-
squares (7 red = losing, 1 central yellow = tieing),
and one black �lled square (representing the illegal
move of placing the Æ directly onto the � already on
the board). Æ now can choose among any of those
8 moves, let's say it chooses to place its piece in the
lower left of the board { this is a hollow red square,
thus a losing move. This means � has at least one
winning response, and we see from the diagram that
it has two, one in the upper-left or lower-right.
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their table on page 686. Mis�ere dodgem is fascinat-
ing. It seems impossible to be forced o� the board,
but with the normal blocking rule in e�ect (i.e., it's
illegal to trap someone), it is a losing (and not open)
position.

5 Conclusion

We have presentedGamesman, a system for playing
and analyzing small brute-force-solvable two-player
games. It ships with four game modules, and provides
a perfect opponent to play against as well as a way to
modify the rules and teach yourself the strategy with
value moves. We're sure you will enjoy it. Download
away!

6 Availability

Gamesman is free, and available
for the Macintosh, PC or Unix via
http://www.cs.berkeley.edu/�ddgarcia/software/gamesman/.
It is distributed under the GNU General Public Li-

cense.
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